Special Notice for customers storing Bitcoin, Ethereum or Litecoin with us in
our Vault Accounts

From 1st Feb, we will limit holdings in our Vault Accounts to $10,000 per client.
Clients holding over this value will have 1 month to transition their holdings to their
own personal storage.
Since we started dealing in crypto-currencies in June 2017, growth has exceeded our expectations. Whilst our
primary focus was to buy/sell & trade crypto currencies, many people are using us as a depository to store their
holdings for the long term.
It was never our intention to become a crypto-currency depository.
As we have always maintained for silver and gold, it is important for people to maintain personal and direct holdings
of their investments - not relying on 3rd parties. As such we will shortly be introducing limits to holdings held in our
Bitcoin, LiteCoin & Ethereum Vault Accounts. Vault accounts will be limited to $10,000 of total crypto-currencies
combined (i.e the total of BTC, LTC & ETH)
Customers with over $10,000 in crypto-currencies must arrange to take delivery of their holdings directly. This can be
done several ways…
 Purchasing a hardware wallet such as a Trezor or Ledger from ourselves or another retailer.
 Set up a software wallet on their own computer.
 Set up an online wallet with a dedicated online wallet provider.
From 1st Feb, we will no longer be accepting orders from people to increase the size of their vault holdings over
$10,000
Clients holding over $10,000 in crypto-currencies in our Vault account will have 1 month until 28th Feb to make
alternative arrangements to store their currencies. If clients have NOT made arrangements by this time, then your
crypto-currencies may be sold and a cheque sent to you for the balance in CAD.

During the coming days, we will providing advice and links on our web-site to help clients transition
to their own personal storage.

